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What do fermented bread dough, a beaver dam, insect camouflage and a bat-killing spider have in 
common? The answer is they’re all topics featured in this issue of the Wildlife Gardening Forum’s 
newsletter. Proof that there’s nothing boring about wildlife gardening! So, scroll on down for the latest 
research and news. And should you spot something you think readers would be interested in for our 
next issue, just drop us a line at news@wlgf.org 
 
My garden here in south Warwickshire is full of the sounds 
of nesting and fledgling birds. The robins are onto their 
second brood already (choosing to nest in the cup-shaped 
nest put up for our barn swallows, which sadly have failed 
to return for the second year in a row) and are on a frenetic 
feeding rota of caterpillars, flies and the like from dawn till 
dusk. To learn more about birds you might see in your 
garden, get over to our website to check out the incredible 
new content written and compiled by our very own Steve 
Head and Cambridge zoologist Roy Smith. The pages are 
packed with pictures, info such as ‘what do they eat?’ and ‘how are they doing?’, plus audio of what 
each bird sounds like. Visit here for more. 
Helen Bostock, Chair WLGF, Warwickshire 
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Forum news 

We’re delighted Hafsah Hafeji has joined us as our latest Forum Advisor. This is a role created to 
broaden our connections and areas of expertise. Hafsah is based in Leicester and graduated in 2020 with 
a First-Class Honours in Horticulture from Nottingham Trent University. She has previously worked in 
various roles ranging from administrative assistant at a law firm to garden designer for a landscaping 
company. More recently, she was involved with numerous local community garden projects and worked 
as a project officer for the charity Learning through Landscapes on their Polli:Gen project (see below for 
a report on this project). 
  
She currently works as a freelance horticulturist and outdoor practitioner, working in local schools and 
youth clubs where she teaches young people about plants and the environment. Separate to her full-
time roles, Hafsah also collaborates with various organisations such as Tate Liverpool where she 

contributed to their latest publication 
Radical Landscapes, and currently she 
has a running collaboration with BBC 
Gardeners’ Question Time for whom 
she records monthly features. In her 
spare time, Hafsah enjoys hiking and 
experimenting with new skills such as 
wood whittling and plant dyeing. 
You can find more about her on her 
Twitter & Instagram @hafsahhafeji  
 
Welcome aboard Hafsah! 

 
 

 

Project report – Polli:Nation for the next generation (Polli:Gen) 
For the last 15 months the Forum has been working with Learning through Landscapes, Leicester City 
Council and more than one in five schools and their local communities in Leicester to help make the city 
more pollinator friendly. Supported by the Green Challenge Fund, more than 500 children and young 
people and 300 community members learned more about pollinating insects and how to improve their 
local spaces to encourage more insects to thrive. 
 

The project aimed to engage with children and community 
groups across Leicester to teach them about their local 
natural heritage and how to create pollinator-friendly school 
grounds and community areas. Polli:Gen also sought to 
improve young people’s connection with nature, increase 
their knowledge of pollinators and their importance, and 
make improvements against a range of additional outcomes, 
such as social wellbeing and physical activity. Alongside 
child-level impact, Polli:Gen intended to change the attitudes 
and behaviours of parents, carers and the local community 
towards pollinators and nature more broadly.  

 
The full evaluation report can be found here. A summary report can be found here. 

Hafsah Hafeji, our newest Forum Advisor 

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ltl.org.uk%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F04%2Fpolligen-report-full.pdf&data=05%7C01%7Ckaren.murphy%40bauermedia.co.uk%7C4e9cfbf94a6a497b4e7908da2d0abf74%7C0e79f3f34eeb48ed815e2876c379e863%7C0%7C0%7C637871822052071075%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=J6x9ctrwADudqRqe0Kcb1WSZmdFIStZmwrzD4Z9tEtk%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ltl.org.uk%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F04%2Fpolligen-exec-summary.pdf&data=05%7C01%7Ckaren.murphy%40bauermedia.co.uk%7C4e9cfbf94a6a497b4e7908da2d0abf74%7C0e79f3f34eeb48ed815e2876c379e863%7C0%7C0%7C637871822052071075%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=auByl0DTvRmHaRvMtvnTn2RvXJWo%2B%2FYaPwXMlJ%2FW4Yk%3D&reserved=0
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Donate to the Forum 
We’d like to remind our readers that we’re a registered charity on Amazon Smile – this 
means that with eligible purchases on Amazon they’ll donate 0.5% of the price to your 
chosen charity – go to www.smile.amazon.co.uk, click on AmazonSmile in your 
account and search for The Wildlife Gardening Forum – all funds raised will go towards 
promoting and educating on the protection and improvement of gardens for wildlife.       

   Much appreciated and thanks!  
 

 
Call for notices 
If any readers have any wildlife gardening events, advertisements or news you’d like 
to publicise in this newsletter here on the forum noticeboard, then do please send 
details over to info@wlgf.org and they’ll be included in the next issue. 

 
 

Remembering Robert Gillmor, ornithologist and illustrator 
Robert Gillmor’s work has been a back-beat to our natural lives for decades. His 
artwork lives alongside the creatures themselves in our imaginations – from, for 
example, the covers of Birds magazine for the RSPB to the designs for the New 
Naturalist series. He died on May 8th as the swifts were returning. An obituary by 
Stephen Moss is here. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.smile.amazon.co.uk/
mailto:info@wlgf.org
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/may/12/robert-gillmor-obituary
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Making the headlines 
 

RSPB calls for a revolution 
The RSPB is calling for everyone to join the wildlife-planting revolution after a YouGov survey revealed 
that three quarters of people are now doing at least something in their garden or outside space to help 
wildlife. The survey, commissioned by the RSPB as part of their Nature on Your Doorstep campaign, also 
revealed the wide range of ways that people are already gardening with wildlife in mind – pollinator 
planting, long grass and bird feeding. With UK gardens and balconies at twice the size of Greater 

London, all these actions put together would create a vital 
network of refuges for wildlife. 
When asked in the survey to choose what one thing they 
would most like to do in a new empty outdoor space, half 
of people (50%) chose having more plants. The survey also 
showed the potential for even more people to take up 
action and welcome wildlife into their gardens. Two thirds 
of respondents want to see local birds and pollinators in 
their local space, two groups of species that are easily 
attracted by growing wildlife-friendly plants. Adrian 
Thomas, the RSPB’s wildlife gardening expert and Forum 

board member, said, “I’m thrilled to hear how many people are now taking steps to help wildlife in their 
gardens and outdoor spaces. It feels like a movement is underway in which people are recognising that 
our gardens can be wonderful, shared spaces for us and for wildlife, to the benefit of all.” 
 

 

Government’s new environmental strategy announced 
On 21st April the Education Secretary, Nadhim Zahawi, spoke at the Natural History Museum to mark the 
launch of the Sustainability and Climate Change Strategy. This looks at how schools can be part of the 
government’s strategy to achieving net zero by 2050 and introduces a new model primary science 
curriculum, a Natural History GCSE, the concept of a Climate Leaders Award and a National Education 
Nature Park which aims to increase biodiversity across the educational estate in England. 
You can read the speech here, and information about the strategy can be found here. 
 

 

Ireland brings in the bees! 
The hairy-footed flower bee Anthophora plumipes turned up in Ireland for 
the first time in March in a new community garden project being managed 
for wildlife in Dublin. The ‘pollinator-watching community’ in Ireland have 
been expecting A. plumipes for a while and it follows the excitement of the 
arrival of the ivy bee, Colletes hederae, last autumn in Co. Wexford. It also 
demonstrates the potential for neighbourhood cooperation in planting for 
biodiversity as well as food growing. A. plumipes reached its ‘furthest north’ 

(Kilmartin, Argyll) in 2020 and is one of a number of bee species 
showing signs of range expansion, at least partly in response to 
climate change influences. 
 
 

Photo of A. plumipes in Dublin by Martin 
Molloy, thanks to Úna Fitzpatrick, National 
Biodiversity Data Centre 

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fgovernment%2Fspeeches%2Feducation-secretary-speech-at-the-natural-history-museum&data=05%7C01%7Ckaren.murphy%40bauermedia.co.uk%7C4e9cfbf94a6a497b4e7908da2d0abf74%7C0e79f3f34eeb48ed815e2876c379e863%7C0%7C0%7C637871822052071075%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=UGY5UiM2p9NZR4VH%2F%2BoBVu0gKZJ7k2Rq2rTI2QUVJA0%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fgovernment%2Fpublications%2Fsustainability-and-climate-change-strategy%2Fsustainability-and-climate-change-a-strategy-for-the-education-and-childrens-services-systems&data=05%7C01%7Ckaren.murphy%40bauermedia.co.uk%7C4e9cfbf94a6a497b4e7908da2d0abf74%7C0e79f3f34eeb48ed815e2876c379e863%7C0%7C0%7C637871822052071075%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=I8mrDFM4nz2aQpsG9sXGXYBmQ%2FwEDEHsBRNtE7Sz1EU%3D&reserved=0
https://biodiversityireland.ie/hairy-footed-flower-bee-spotted-in-ireland-for-the-first-time/
https://pollinators.ie/
https://www.haroldscross.org/hx-grow/
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Wildlife gardening research 
 

‘Rewilding’ takes centre stage at Chelsea 
If you went down to Chelsea Flower Show this year you might have found out how to have a beaver dam 
in your back garden! But you may have other priorities when ‘wilding’ your garden… 
The Forum has often spent time discussing ‘native’ and ‘non-native’ issues, usually when talking about 
planting schemes. Our attitudes to new species arriving in our gardens and neighbourhoods can be just 
as complex: do we welcome the 
‘foreign arrival’ or worry about its 
impact and wish it to be 
controlled? A study reported in the 
journal People and Nature delves 
into these attitudes among wildlife 
recorders (those who contribute 
records to local biological records 
centres/the National Biodiversity 
Network etc). 
It was found that recorders were in 
general positive about new arrivals 
and favoured low intensity, or no 
intervention, when it comes to 
‘managing’ these range-shifting 
species. There’s a very interesting 
discussion that will stimulate our 
thoughts about individual species, 
about attitudes to different groups (the respondents were more positive about the bird species in the 
survey than the invertebrates), about climate change and conservation techniques and effort. 
 

 
Do ‘injurious’ weeds deserve such a bad rap? 
In an article in Journal of Applied Ecology, published Mar 2022, authors Nicholas Balfour 
and Francis Ratnieks take a moment to ask the question – how do the wildflower mixes 
sold to farmers to encourage pollinators compare to weeds considered to harm 
agricultural production and routinely removed from fields and roadsides, namely the 
five named as ‘injurious’ in the UK 1959 Weeds Act (common ragwort Jacobaea vulgaris, 

creeping thistle Cirsium arvense, spear thistle C. vulgare, curled dock Rumex crispus and broadleaved 
dock R. obtusifolius)? The sowing of the former (£40m) and the control of the latter (£10m) incurring a 
combined annual cost of £50 million. Their field study concluded that the weeds had a disproportionate 
value to pollinators and biodiversity, with twice the abundance of pollinators compared to the 
promoted seed mixes. Diversity of species was also double that found in the wildflower mixes, including 
five times the number of conservation listed species. Easy flower access, high nectar provision and wide 
distribution were cited as some of the likely reasons for this success. While this research article might 
focus on an agricultural environment, there are interesting take-home messages for gardeners. Namely 
that we should keep an open mind when it comes to the value of so-called weeds and some may be 
deserving of a place alongside our lavenders and roses. You could also have a look at the ‘Gatecrashers’ 
pages on our website, which give a new perspective on what some people disparage as ‘weeds’. 

The Rewilding Britain Landscape Garden at Chelsea this year 

https://rewildingbritain.org.uk/support-rewilding/rhs-chelsea-flower-show?utm_source=Rewilding+Britain+newsletter&utm_campaign=436e6c991a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_APRIL_NEWS&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_6591f59cfd-436e6c991a-415815877&mc_cid=436e6c991a&mc_eid=c45c350258
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/pan3.10325
http://www.wlgf.org/gatecrashers.html
http://www.wlgf.org/gatecrashers.html
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Citizen scientists get a pat on the back 
The importance for biodiversity of informal urban green spaces (IGS), often referred to as ‘urban 
wastelands’ or brownfield sites, is confirmed by Nicolas Vereecken and 10 other authors from Brussels 
in a 2021 paper. They focus on bee diversity in the 24-hectare Friche Josaphat wasteland currently 
threatened with development using a combination of ‘citizen scientist’ observations from 2015 with 
standardised survey methods (pan trapping and netting). Their analysis of over 2,500 records, over 
7,000 specimens and 127 species of bees suggests they’ve observed 76-85% of species richness at the 
site with 60.6% of species recorded in the wider region and 34.5% of bee species on the Belgian red list.  
They also highlight the complementary roles of citizen scientist results and standardised biological field 
survey in bringing to light this biodiversity. The lack of formal management and the proximity of linear 
transport infrastructure (a railway) are considered key to its importance and they make suggestions for 
the future survival of such spaces. There was a demonstration against development in March this year. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Impact of artificial light raises further ecological concern 
The problem for wildlife of artificial light at night, with 23% of the world’s surface between 750N and 
600S affected by it, has come up in previous newsletters. A different ecological impact of this 
phenomenon is described here. The switch to low energy, broad spectrum and LED lighting has raised 
new health and ecological concerns. Here the possibility of colour-guided, vision-dominated activity at 
night compared with previously is explored with respect to predatory behaviour and the effectiveness of 
camouflage in prey species. They studied two species of inter-tidal Littorinid snails from Whitsand near 
Plymouth and three of their predators (herring gull, common blenny, both with good colour vision, and 
the green shore crab with poor colour vision). Through a very interesting experimental design they 
examined how the snails’ conspicuousness altered under different lighting conditions, in the air, 
underwater and against different backgrounds, and how they might appear to the different predators, 
including consideration of the different colour forms of the snails. 
 

 
If you enjoy nature you’re less likely to be scared by snakes and spiders 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, a new study has demonstrated that people who are more connected and in tune 
with nature are less scared of ‘wild nasties’ such as snakes and spiders. The researchers used 
questionnaires from 1,071 Hungarian volunteers (87% female, 13% male), which explored their ‘nature 
relatedness’ through an established set of 21 questions, and snake and spider phobia through two sets 
of 12 questions for each. Results showed that nature relatedness in terms of conservationist mindset, 
tendency to be outdoors, being older, male and living in a less urban context tended to protect against 
snake and spider phobias. Likewise, people with an emotional longing to be close to and protect nature 
had a lesser fear of spiders and snakes. 

The Friche Josaphat wasteland in Belgium 

https://dipot.ulb.ac.be/dspace/bitstream/2013/333077/3/Vereecken_et_al_2021_Josaphat-3.pdf
https://www.sauvonslafrichejosaphat.be/
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/1365-2664.14146
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/pan3.10303
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Add bird-boxes to your house modernisation plans 
In the pursuit of sustainability and cost saving, many older buildings 
are being retro-fitted to improve insulation. This often means 
blocking cavities and ledges that birds used for nesting. A new study 
of block-type residential buildings in Olsztyn in Poland has shown 
how damaging this can be for populations, but also how to 
compensate for nest site loss.  
In the first year after modernisation, house sparrows, jackdaws, 
starlings and swifts declined by 66 – 100%. Five years after setting up 
five types of nest box (designed for different urban house nesting 
species), populations had recovered to about 50% of their original 
level. Interestingly, specialist swift boxes were preferred by house 
sparrows and starlings, while house sparrow boxes shunned by their 
intended species brought in tree sparrows, blue tits and great tits, 
which didn’t use the buildings before. 
Adding nest boxes is an effective conservation measure as houses are 
modernised, and by implication must be equally valuable on modern-
built estates where houses lack structural nesting sites completely. 

 

 

What makes a good bat box?  
Bats are in decline globally, with 16% classed as ‘threatened’, and a major reason is loss of natural 
nesting and roosting habitat. Putting up bat boxes is one of many things you can do to help bats in your 
garden. While we know what sort of nest boxes suit different bird species, this isn’t so clear for bats, 
which can use boxes to roost or as breeding nurseries. A thorough German study has examined over 
13,000 bat boxes of many different shapes, sizes and positions in Bavaria. They found 12 species 
occupying boxes as adults or for nurseries, but different species preferred different box types.  

Adult pipistrelles 
used flat and gable 
boxes, while noctules 
almost exclusively 
used colony boxes. 
Adult Natterer’s bats 
used all three types 
(especially gable). 
Overall, flat boxes 
had highest adult 
occupancy, partly 
because common 
species liked them, 
but very few bats 
used them as 

nurseries – the more capacious gable and colony boxes were used instead. Older established boxes  
were more popular (except by pipistrelles), as were less isolated boxes placed close to others. 
The authors recommend that a range of box types should be provided, ideally in small groups close 
together, with at least one box with a narrow 14mm entrance (the gable box in this case). 
 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10531-021-02334-0
http://www.wlgf.org/ht_bats.pdf
http://www.wlgf.org/ht_bats.pdf
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2688-8319.12136
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More evidence of green-space benefits during covid lockdown 
More statistical evidence that 
green space has helped people in 
lockdown has come from an 
American study based in Denver, 
Colorado. The scientists found 
lockdown caused a marked 
increase in peoples’ reported 
depression and anxiety during 
covid waves. They also collected 
objective data on green space 
within 500m of where people lived 
and their subjective perception of 
green space availability. Adjusted 

for social factors, it was clear that for these people spending time in green space significantly reduced 
anxiety and depression, related both to objective and subjective perceptions of green space abundance. 
There was some (weaker) evidence that the nearer the green space was to home the lower anxiety 
levels people reported. 
 

Slug and snail control from your kitchen cupboard 
A very unexpected American study (immediately picked up by the 
New Scientist magazine) has shown that fermenting bread dough is 
an irresistible attractant for garden slugs and snails. A simple mix of 
flour, water and yeast was effective for over a week at attracting 
six invasive mollusc pests both in the lab and in the field. Garden 
snails (Cornu aspersum) were five times more likely to be attracted 
to bread dough than to metaldehyde bait, and all species tested 
were powerfully attracted by the dough. Stale beer has traditional 
been used as an attractant, but dough is cheaper and easier to use. 

Unlike metaldehyde (and iron-based slug pellets in the case of earthworms), dough is non-toxic and fully 
biodegradable. You then need to decide what to do with the molluscs you attract. You can cook and eat 
the garden snails if you want, but don’t sling them over the fence because they’ll return! The kindest 
way of killing them is to put them in a box in the freezer. 
 

German cities support most of the species in their local countryside 
A big study of public and governmental databases on German biodiversity has revealed some very 
important information for wildlife gardeners in urban areas. While (in Germany at least) most 
comparative studies have focused on birds and butterflies, this project used data on all vertebrates,  
six big insect groups and spiders, in and around 23 cities. They found that cities contained between 20% 
and 69% of the species found in countryside in a 50km radius around them, and that the average was 
about 35-40%. City faunas differed considerably, and when all cities were considered together, more 
than 80% of species in the regional countryside pools were found within at least one city. This is 
remarkable considering how much larger the 50km buffer areas were than the areas of the cities, but 
can be explained partly by the mosaic of habitats that cities (and gardens) can contain. As the authors 
conclude: “Our study thus supports the view that urban environments can be rich in biodiversity, 
suggesting that it is worthwhile to further understand the factors that foster urban biodiversity, and 
plan, design and manage cities to offer suitable habitat structures.” 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.
https://www.mdpi.com/2075-4450/12/4/328
http://www.wlgf.org/snails.html
https://academic.oup.com/jue/article/8/1/juac002/6528534
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Gardens as a group resource provide abundant nectar through the year 
Nicholas Tew from Bristol University and his colleagues have 
published a readable and highly recommended paper illustrating 
how urban gardens can be such good places for pollinators. They 
studied 59 Bristol gardens between March and October, noting their 
floral abundance and then linked this with known nectar production 
by different flower species. There was tremendous variation in 
nectar production between gardens (from 2g to 1.6kg), but larger 
gardens weren’t necessarily more productive (although gardens in 
affluent areas were) – it depended on the plant species grown. The 
greatest flush of nectar is in July, but because different gardens 
contain different plants flowering at different times, their peaks 
varied, and for foragers operating across a suite of gardens the 
nectar supply would be both stable and continuous through the 
seasons. Of the 636 species recorded, non-natives provided 91% of 
all nectar available, and 58% came from shrubs. The star performers 
were non-native Pieris in spring and Fuchsia magellanica in the rest 

of the year. This highlights the significance of personal choice in gardening, and the importance of each 
garden having a diverse and unique set of flowering species, which don’t need to be native in origin. 
 
 

 
Pollen analysis emphasises differences between pollinating bees and hoverflies 
The latest paper from the very productive team at the National Botanic Garden of Wales (NBGW) has 
again used DNA metabarcoding of pollen to detect use of different plant species by pollinators over two 
years. They studied hoverflies and three groups of bees within the 230-hectare NBGW. The bees 
included honeybees, bumblebees and non-corbiculate bees (which lack a pollen basket) such as ‘sweat 
bees’ and mining bees. The insects were sampled within transects mainly within areas of semi-improved 

grassland and hay meadows, with one in 
woodland and one in a horticultural area. Within 
grassland transects pollinators predominately 
used native and near-native plant species 
through much of the year, but the importance of 
non-natives rose in the late summer and 
autumn.  
 
As is generally the case, the hoverflies 
particularly used species of Angelica and 
Heracleum within the Apiaceae (umbellifers), not 
much favoured by bees. Short-tongued 
bumblebees used buttercups and celandines, 

while long-tongued species favoured clover and blackberry. Medium-sized non-corbiculate bees carried 
lots of dandelion pollen, while the smaller ones used Heuchera, Rudbeckia and Helenium. Naturally 
species visited varied between seasons. Somewhat in contrast to the Bristol findings described above, 
the Welsh team emphasised the importance of including native plants in gardens, especially dandelions 
and buttercups, often assiduously removed from lawns by tidy gardeners. 
 

https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1365-2664.14094
https://doi.org/10.1111/1365-2664.14144
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Wildlife gardening and citizen science 
 

The RHS and The Wildlife Trusts go Wild About High Fliers 
Recently added to the Red List of 
birds of conservation concern, swift 
and house martin numbers have 
plummeted, swifts by 58% since 
1995. Barn swallows are also 
struggling, susceptible to bad 
weather and also showing long 
term declines. To highlight the 
plight of these migrants who spend 
their winters in sub-Saharan Africa 
and summers breeding the UK and 
across Europe, the RHS and The 
Wildlife Trusts have chosen swifts, 
swallows and martins for this year’s  
Wild About Gardens campaign. They’re calling on gardeners to pull out all the stops and welcome these 
birds by planting an insect-friendly border, allowing a patch of lawn to grow long, create a bog garden 
complete with mud to provide nesting material for house martins and swallows, and to think twice 
before boarding up or changing swift nest sites in soffit boards and roof spaces. Where no natural 
cavities are available, swift boxes can be put up under the eaves. Visitors to RHS Garden Wisley in Surrey 
can see three new swift boxes fitted to the north side of the Hilltop Science building and at the start and 
end of the day through to end of July may hear swift audio calls being played close by to try to entice 
swifts to nest. To download a free guide (includes activity sheets such as how to build a swift box) and 
pledge to grow an insect haven or build a swift box visit www.wildaboutgardens.org.uk.  
 

 

Get involved with Fruitwatch 
The University of Reading needs your help in understanding how fruit trees are changing flowering dates 
across the UK. Fruit trees are highly dependent on insect pollination to produce fruit, and climate 
change is impacting both the timing of fruit tree flowering and pollinator flight, which could reduce 
pollination and fruit production. They’re gathering data on four common fruits, apple, pear, plum 
(including damson and greengage) and cherry. Find out more here. 
 

 

Take action for insects 
Car drivers and passengers are being asked by the Wildlife Trusts and 
charity Buglife to count bugs squashed on car registration plates after 
a journey this summer, between now and August 31st. Smartphone 
users can take part by downloading the free Bugs Matter app from 
their app stores. The concept is simple; before making an essential 
journey in a vehicle, clean the number plate. When you reach your 
destination count the bugs squashed on a section of the number plate 
by placing a ‘splatometer’ grid against the plate, which you will get 

when you download the app. Then submit a photo and details. See more here. 

RHS Garden Wisley’s new swift nest boxes 

http://www.wildaboutgardens.org.uk/
https://fruitwatch.org/ords/r/livefw/fruit-watch101/home?session=16545461764016
https://www.buglife.org.uk/get-involved/surveys/bugs-matter/
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And finally… 
 

“Webslinger vs. Dark Knight” 
That is the actual title of a paper in the journal Ecosphere, which cheerfully records the first record of a 
false widow spider Steatoda nobilis preying on a pipistrelle bat in Britain. This occurred in a pipistrelle 
colony in Shropshire, where a dead bat pup was discovered 
enshrouded in the spider’s web. The next day a live adult was found 

caught up in the web and was rescued. 
Spiders globally are quite effective 
predators of small vertebrates, but this 
is a novelty for Britain. The false 
widow spider first started to colonise 
England in 1993 and has spread along 
the south of the country and into the 

Midlands, and periodically causes tabloid hysteria, although the bite is 
no worse normally than a bee sting.  
For the benefit of the Marvel comics non-cognoscenti, ‘Webslinger vs 
Dark Knight’ is a reference to Spider-Man and Batman!   
 
 

 
The newsletter is sent to all the members of the WLGF; you’re welcome to forward it to friends or colleagues. Do 
encourage them to join the Forum (it’s free!) by visiting www.wlgf.org and filling in the simple form. 

 
The Wildlife Gardening Forum is a consortium of the UK’s leading wildlife, conservation, gardening and horticultural 
organisations, from both the private and the public sectors. We now have over 2,600 members. Formed in 2005, our core aim is 
to help gardeners and decision-makers understand just how important our gardens are for wildlife. 
 

Newsletter compiled by Karen Murphy, with Helen Bostock, Mary Jackson, Marc Carlton, Steve Head, David Perkins, and Ken Thompson. 
Images from Wikicommons unless stated otherwise.  

 
 

 

https://doi.org/10.1111/1365-2664.14144
http://www.wlgf.org/

